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Introduction

There are practical challenges in the measurement of
structural mobility, as the structure under test (for ex-
ample a vibration source) has to be freely suspended and
carefully excited at each contact point. Moreover, the
mobility of the source might change when installed, due
to additional restraints or non-linear elements. For these
reasons, it can be advantageous to obtain the source mo-
bility in-situ. This paper presents a method to indirectly
determine the mobility of a source structure, without the
need to suspend and excite it directly. The method in-
volves measurement of a receiver structure, typically a
reception plate, with and without the source of interest
attached to it. From the difference between the two mea-
surements, the source mobility can be derived.

Theory

Consider source structure B coupled to receiver struc-
ture A, as in Figure 1. The mobility of structure B at
the contacts c in the uncoupled state is required. Using
Equations (8) and (11) from [1] and the property for the
coupled point mobility

YC,cc = (Y−1
A,cc +Y−1

B,cc)
−1, (1)

the following formulation can be derived:

YB,cc = YA,cc(Y
T
A,ca −YT

C,ca)
−1YT

C,ca. (2)

Here, YB,cc is the source mobility at the contact; YA,cc

is the point mobility of the receiving structure; YA,ca is
the transfer mobility between the remote position a and
the contact c on the uncoupled receiver structure; YC,ca

is the transfer mobility between the same two points,
but in the coupled state. As all parameters are given in
matrix notation, Equation (2) holds for both the single-
contact and the multiple-contact case. Excitation of the
coupled structure is only necessary at remote position a,
while the response is measured at the contacts. This is a
practical advantage, as it is often not possible to excite
a coupled structure at the interface.

The deciding factor for the calculation of the source mo-
bility is the difference between YA,ca and YC,ca. If, for
example, the attached source does not influence the re-
ceiver mobility significantly (YB,cc � YA,cc), the term
in brackets in Equation (2) will converge towards zero
and the source mobility cannot be determined. There-
fore, for best results source and receiver mobility should
be in the same order of magnitude. For sources with
multiple contact points, the equation takes on the ma-
trix form, and the inversion of the term in brackets will
introduce further uncertainties.

Figure 1: Sketch of the uncoupled source (B) and receiver
(A) structures, and of the coupled structure (C).

Numerical Validation

Equation (2) was numerically verified by virtually con-
necting a free beam end-to-end with another free beam.
The mobility of the source beam was then determined in-
directly from the mobilities of receiver beam and coupled
beam, and compared to the directly calculated source
beam mobility. For the noiseless numerical simulation,
the results agree exactly, but are not shown here because
of lack of space. In cases of measurement noise or errors,
over-determination can significantly improve the matrix
inversion involved in Equation (2) (see also [2]).

Experimental Validation

For the experimental validation of the scalar case, steel
blocks of varying mass were placed on an aluminium
plate (2.12m×1.5m×20mm). The contact area was very
small, approximating an SDOF contact. Figure 2 shows
the theoretical mass mobilities and measured receiver
mobility. Figure 3 shows the theoretical and the indi-
rectly determined mass mobilities, calculated according
to Equation (2). For frequencies up to 400Hz, the esti-
mated source mobilities show good agreement with the
theoretical values. Above 400Hz, there are deviations
about the theoretical values. Again, the accuracy of the
indirect mobility determination depends on the differ-
ence terms in brackets in Equation (2). For best results,
source and receiver mobility should be in the same order
of magnitude (see Figure 2). This is partly confirmed
by the results in Figure 3. However, it is interesting to
note that the results also agree well at low frequencies,
where the source mobility is significantly higher than the
plate mobility. They do not agree well between 400Hz
and 600Hz, where source and receiver mobility have a
similar value.

For the experimental validation of the matrix case, an
industrial fan was placed on the aluminium plate. The
fan was mounted through four contact points. The force
component perpendicular to the plate was assumed dom-
inant. The (directly measured) mobilities of the fan were
in the same order of magnitude as the plate mobilities.
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Figure 2: Comparison of source and receiver mobilities.
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Theory: 1.6kg
From Equation (2)
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Theory: 3.6kg
From Equation (2)
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Theory: 5.2kg
From Equation (2)
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Theory: 7.5kg
From Equation (2)

Figure 3: Mobilities of different masses.

Figure 4 shows the directly measured and indirectly de-
termined point mobility at one of the four feet of the
fan. Nine response positions were used for the calcula-
tion, and singular value rejection was employed. Between
50Hz and 150Hz, the prediction agrees with the direct
measurement, but the two lowest resonances are not iden-
tified. Between 150Hz and 360Hz, the prediction shows
some deviations. Above 360Hz, the calculation results
in quite arbitrary, ”noisy” behaviour, and a systematic
under-estimate. The latter may be due to the applied
singular value rejection, where information is lost.

Conclusions

While the theoretical validity of Equation (2) could be
verified using numerical simulations, the practical ap-
plication displayed some challenges. For single-contact
sources, good results could be achieved for low frequen-
cies, and some errors were found for higher frequencies.
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Figure 4: Point mobility of foot 3 of the industrial fan.

The practically most relevant case of multiple-contact
sources revealed that Equation (2) is sensitive to mea-
surement errors and noise. Furthermore, methods to im-
prove the matrix inversion (over-determination, regular-
ization) have a notable effect on the final result, and these
require some insight by the operator. Nevertheless, the
method shows promise and will be further investigated.
Together with indirectly determined blocked forces [3], a
full in-situ source characterization appears possible.
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